POS

#

OG

75

Scout Name (Last, First)

Prospect (Last, First)

Rahrig, Paul

Warford, Larry

PLAYER INFO
TEAM

DRAFT YR – ROUND – TEAM

Detroit Lions

2013 – 3 – DET

DATE OF BIRTH (AGE)

COLLEGE

June 18, 1991 (23)

KENTUCKY (KYUN)

PRO POSITIONS

FLAGS

OG

N/A

BEST

Drive/Power Block, Competitive Toughness, Play Strength

WORST

Mental Processing, Use of Hands (UOH)

Has all the physical tools to earn multiple Pro Bowl/All-Pro accolades and become a premier
PROJECTION OG in the league. Fits best into a Power-Run scheme, but shows traits to succeed in a variety of
offenses.

MEASURABLES

Tapes Viewed

Height

Arm

6030

33.38"

Weight

Vertical

332

22.5"

Speed

Pro/3 Cone

5.58

N/A / 7.78

2013 ARI vs. DET
2013 CLE vs. DET
2013 DET vs. CIN
2013 PHI vs. DET
2013 DET vs. BAL

SUMMARY
2nd year OG and 3rd round pick who has played in every game to this point in his NFL career, starting all but 2.
Aligns at RG for the Lions, and has average length and above average size for an NFL OG. Displays above average
athletic ability and play speed for a man his size, along with rare playing strength as a rookie. He shows good
hip/ankle bend in his stance and above average quickness off the snap. He fires off the LOS with low pad level and
jolts defenders with a strong initial punch, using his rare strength and good foot quickness to get very good
movement in the run game. He wins the 1 on 1 battle and opens wide running lanes. He shows high effort and very
good competitiveness as he finishes blocks to the whistle. Displays above average movement and athletic ability in
space; he pulls well from his stance and can get to the second level quickly. In pass protection, he sets quickly off the
snap and uses his athletic ability and quick feet to mirror the defender. Displays a very strong punch and hands to
control the defender. For his size he displays an average anchor due to inconsistent hand placement and bend. He
shows average pad level and although he will give up some ground, he does a good job making sure the front of the
pocket doesn’t collapse. He will fall off blocks in the run game, especially against stronger defenders due to hand
placement and body positioning when trying to lock on. Shows only average awareness and mental processing,
especially in identifying blitzes or stunts. Overall, fits best into a Power-Run scheme, but shows traits to succeed in a
variety of offenses. He was a very effective player as a rookie with few mental and physical mistakes. As his football
IQ continues to develop over time, he has all the physical tools to earn multiple Pro Bowl/ All-Pro awards and
become a premier OG in the league.

